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ABOUT US
Concept Cubicle Systems
Based in the North West, we design, supply and install 
personalised washroom and cubicle system concepts 
nationwide – each one exclusively devised with the 
client in mind.

Our approach is built on a culture of trust and honesty, 
and underpinned by our passion for sensitive design. By 
using years of insight and the latest design thinking, we 
strive to make users feel comfortable, clean, and secure 
in the most intimate of spaces.

Bespoke designs within  
standardised specifications
We pride ourselves on our ability to deliver washroom 
solutions that exceed expectations in every aspect of 
functionality, performance and aesthetics. 

By offering bespoke designs within standardised 
specifications, we’re able to respond directly to client 
needs with efficiency, precision and imagination, ensuring 
budgets are met, no matter how big or small.

ABOUT US
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JUNO
A simple, robust and adaptable washroom solution appropriate for primary schools. 
With a diverse range of door heights and partition shapes, this product is flexible 
enough to suit any primary pupil age and allow for teacher supervision.

The Juno range also provides a broad range of aesthetic options – choose from over 
50 vibrant colour combinations to match or contrast the washroom environment.

Specification
• 12.5 mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) doors, partitions and pilasters

• Black core with a radiused edge

• Shaped doors and partitions

• Satin Anodised Aluminium bolt through Ironmongery and anti-trap hinges  
as standard

Standard dimensions
• 1950mm Standard Height (c/w 150mm leg) x 1500mm deep

CUBICLE RANGES 
JUNO

NURSERY EDUCATION
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Little ones
A bright, playful and durable washroom cubicle designed specifically for nurseries. 
With no sharp edges or corners, this product is perfect for providing a safe and 
familiar environment for younger children.

Using freestanding pilasters, this range requires no headrails, which keeps the  
panels at a low level, ensuring children feel comfortable and secure. Magnetic 
catches come as standard to prevent accidental “lock-ins”.

Specification
• 12.5 mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) doors and partitions

• Printed Aluminium Pilasters with our Rainbow design as standard

• Bespoke images can be printed onto the Pilasters at a small additional cost

Standard dimensions
• 1200mm or 1500mm Standard Heights x 1500mm deep

• Non-standard dimensions are available on request

CUBICLE RANGES 
LITTLE ONES

NURSERY EDUCATION
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FAST TRACK JUNIOR
Designed for dry, low-use washroom environments, the Fast Track Junior range is 
perfect for those on a budget, offering reduced height doors and partitions for adult 
supervision in nurseries and lower education.

Fast Track systems offer bespoke cubicle designs for the price of “off the shelf” 
products without the hassle of excessive cutting and machining on-site – and are 
available in white, light grey, cream, oak, red, yellow and blue or a mixture of two.

The Fast Track Junior ranges offers excellent value for money and speedy lead times 
of only five to seven working days.”

Specification
• 18mm Melamine Faced Chipboard

Fittings
• Satin Anodised Aluminium

Standard Dimensions
• 1800mm high (+150mm leg) x 1500mm deep

Door / Partition Heights
• Infants – 1050mm high (including 150mm clearance)

• Juniors – 1350mm high (including 150mm clearance)

CUBICLE RANGES 
FAST TRACK JUNIOR

NURSERY EDUCATION
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FORCE
An effective, flexible and robust washroom solution that can be used as both a 
shower and toilet cubicle. Utilising vandal- and water-resistant Compact Grade 
Laminate and bolt through heavy-duty Satin Anodised Aluminium (SAA) ironmongery, 
the Force range is designed to withstand harsh and demanding environments.

The Force range also provides a broad range of aesthetic options – choose from over 
50 diverse colour combinations to match or contrast the washroom environment.

Specification
• 12.5 Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) doors, partitions and pilasters

• Black core with a radiused edge

• Satin Anodised Aluminium bolt through Ironmongery as standard

Standard dimensions
• 1950mm Standard Height (c/w 150mm leg) x 1500mm deep

• Non-standard dimensions are available on request.

EDUCATION OFFICE INDUSTRIAL HEALTHCARE CAMPSITE / CARAVAN PARK

CUBICLE RANGES 
FORCE
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FORCE PRIVACY
A flexible and robust floor to ceiling washroom solution that can be used for both 
shower and toilet cubicles that require enhanced privacy. Utilising vandal- and 
water-resistant Compact Grade Laminate and bolt through heavy-duty Satin Anodised 
Aluminium (SAA) ironmongery, the Force range is designed to withstand harsh and 
demanding mixed-use washroom environments.

The Force range also provides a broad range of aesthetic options – choose from over 
50 diverse colour combinations to match or contrast the washroom surfaces.

Specification
• 12.5 mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) doors, partitions and pilasters

• Black core with a radiused edge

• Satin Anodised Aluminium Ironmongery as standard

Standard dimensions
• Up to 2600mm Floor to ceiling height x 1500 to 2000mm deep

• Non-standard dimensions are available on request

CUBICLE RANGES 
FORCE PRIVACY

EDUCATION INDUSTRIAL CAMPSITE / CARAVAN PARK
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TRIMLINE
Made using durable, minimalist aluminium pilasters, this sleek, sophisticated cubicle 
system can accommodate both toilet and shower facilities.

Featuring a low 50mm floor clearance and a setback leg, which provides a unique 
floating appearance, as well as a vandal- and water-resistant Compact Grade 
Laminate and Powder Coated Aluminium ironmongery, this hardwearing system 
provides stylish, ultramodern aesthetics to any washroom environment.

Specification
• 12.5 mm Compact Grade Laminate

FITTINGS
• Powder Coated Aluminium Trimline pilasters with minimalist aluminium pilasters

Standard dimensions
• 1950mm high (+50mm leg) x 1500mm deep

CUBICLE RANGES 
TRIMLINE

EDUCATION INDUSTRIAL CAMPSITE / CARAVAN PARK
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TRIMLINE PRIVACY
Made using durable, minimalist aluminium pilasters, this sleek, sophisticated floor 
to ceiling cubicle system can accommodate both toilet and shower facilities that 
require enhanced privacy in mixed-use washroom environments.

Featuring vandal- and water-resistant Compact Grade Laminate and Powder Coated 
Aluminium ironmongery, this hardwearing system provides stylish, ultramodern 
aesthetics to any washroom environment.

Specification
• 12.5mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) doors and partitions

• Black core with a radiused edge

• Powder Coated Aluminium Trimline pilasters with matching ironmongery

• Back to back pull handle supplied with outward opening doors as standard

Standard dimensions
• Upto 2600mm ceiling height x 1500mm deep

• Non-standard dimensions are available on request

CUBICLE RANGES 
TRIMLINE PRIVACY

EDUCATION CAMPSITE / CARAVAN PARK
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CURVE
An elegant, durable and contemporary washroom solution that can be used for both 
toilet and shower cubicles.

Using curved aluminium pilasters that can be powder coated to complement the panel 
colour, this product is designed to create striking washroom experiences that last.

Specification
• 12.5mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) doors and partitions

• Black core with a radiused edge

• Powder Coated Aluminium curved pilasters with matching ironmongery

• Back to back pull handle supplied with outward opening doors as standard

Standard dimensions
• 1980mm Standard height (c/w 150mm leg) x 1500mm deep

• Non-standard dimensions are available on request

CUBICLE RANGES 
CURVE

OFFICE
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reflect
A distinguished, highly aesthetic cubicle system designed to create striking 
contemporary washroom environments.

Featuring brushed stainless steel laminated pilasters and satin stainless steel 
ironmongery, as well as a wide range of laminate finishes, the Reflect range is perfect 
for those looking to make a statement.

Specification
• 19mm High Pressure Laminated (HPL) MR MDF

• Brushed Stainless Steel laminated pilasters, edged with matching edging

• Satin Stainless Steel ironmongery

Standard Dimensions
• 2100mm standard height (c/w 100mm leg) x 1500mm deep

• Non-standard dimensions are available on request

CUBICLE RANGES 
reflect

OFFICE
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FAST TRACK
Designed for dry, low-use washroom environments, the Fast Track range is perfect for 
those on a budget, offering excellent value for money and speedy lead times of only 
five to seven working days.

Fast Track systems offer bespoke cubicle designs for the price of “off the shelf” 
products    – without the hassle of excessive cutting and machining on-site – and are 
available in white, light grey, cream, oak, red, yellow and blue or a mixture of two.

Specification
• 18mm Melamine Faced Chipboard

Fittings
• Satin Anodised Aluminium

Standard Dimensions
• 1800mm high (+150mm leg) x 1500mm deep

CUBICLE RANGES 
FAST TRACK

OFFICE
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OLYMPUS FRAMED
A heavy-duty, fully framed cubicle system designed to withstand the most demanding 
wet changing environments.

Featuring a pivoting foot to accommodate uneven floor surfaces, anti-trap hinges, and 
the potential for freestanding applications, Olympus framed cubicles are the ultimate 
in durable and adaptable changing facilities.

Specification
• 12.5mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) doors, partitions and pilasters

• Black core with a radiused edge

• Powder Coated fully framed ironmongery with security fixings

Standard dimensions
• 2000mm Standard height (c/w 150mm floor clearance) x 1500 – 2000mm deep

• Non-standard dimensions are available on request

CUBICLE RANGES 
OLYMPUS FRAMED

SPORTS & LEISURE
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OLYMPUS GLASS
A refined and elegant premium cubicle system designed to evoke feelings of prestige 
and sophistication in shower environments.

Manufactured using 10mm toughened glass with polished edges and featuring 
obscured glass and marine-grade fittings, the Olympus Glass range is suited to the 
demands of high-use shower facilities.

Specification
• 10mm Toughened Glass

• Fittings

• Marine Grade Stainless Steel

Standard Dimensions
• 1800mm high (+150mm leg) x 1500mm deep

CUBICLE RANGES 
OLYMPUS GLASS

SPORTS & LEISURE
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Laminate Duct Panels
Designed to conceal pipework and cisterns behind urinals and WCs, laminate duct 
panels provide a stylish, and often cheaper, alternative to tiling.

Manufactured to match or complement our entire range of cubicles, lockers and 
benches –– and designed with either hook or push on clips for extra security –– 
laminate duct panels offer both aesthetics and functionality.

Specification
• 12.5 mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) Access Panels.

• FORCE – 12.5 mm CGL Duct Panels.

• Hook on or push on clips (standard) or hinged and lockable for additional 
security.

• 19mm High Pressure Laminated MR MDF shadow gaps for dry areas  
or 12.5mm CGL shadow gaps for wet areas.

• Available in half height or full height (floor to ceiling)

duct panels 
Laminate Duct Panels
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Solid Surface Wash Troughs
An excellent alternative to typical vanity units, Solid Surface Wash Troughs are crafted 
from acrylic and hand-finished for exceptional aesthetics, durability and performance.

Designed to accommodate either wall or deck mounted taps, these wash trough 
products can be adapted to suit any washroom environment.

Specification
• Available in a variety of colours, suitable for either wall or deck mounted taps

• Solid surface / Timber free substrate

• Supplied with chrome plated un-slotted waste outlets – 1.25” fitting

Standard Dimensions
• 600mm long (single user)

• 1200mm long (two person)

• 1800mm long (three person)

• 2400mm long (four person)

• 3000mm long (five person)

Bespoke sizes are available on request.

Additional trough sections on next page.

vanity units 
Solid Surface Wash Troughs
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vanity units 
Solid Surface Wash Troughs

WT001

WT004

WT002

WT005

WT003
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Solid Surface Vanity Units
Providing a sophisticated, premium feel to any washroom environment, Solid Surface 
Vanity Units are manufactured to provide a seamless finish – for easy cleaning and 
maintenance – a natural stone appearance, and extensive bespoke configurations.

Supplied with Compact Grade Laminate under panels to match our range of cubicles 
and duct panel sets in a standard style or with cantilever brackets to give a floating 
appearance.

Specification
• Solid surface top with an integral upstand and downstand

• 12mm Compact Grade Laminate access panels and framework

• Hook on or push on clips (standard) or hinged and lockable if used for storage

• Suitable for integral under mounted sinks or porcelain sinks by others

Standard Dimensions
• 350mm for semi-recessed WHBs or 600mm deep for inset WHBs

• 100mm upstand and 200mm downstand

Additional bowl specifications on next page.

vanity units 
Solid Surface Vanity Units
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vanity units 
Bowls

RLA351 Flat Base pla319 rounded baseRLA104 Curved base
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Laminate Vanity Units
A custom-made, highly functional vanity unit with a wide variety of environmental 
material and colour options to choose from.

Perfect for creating a contemporary style, this made to order range can be adapted 
to any scenario, helping designers create the most practical and pleasing washroom 
environments.

Specification
• FORCE – 12.5 mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) Vanity Top

• 12.5 mm Compact Grade Laminate Access Panels.

• 19mm High Pressure Laminated MR MDF shadow gaps for dry areas or 13mm 
Compact Grade Laminate shadow gaps for wet areas.

• Hook on or push on clips (standard) or hinged and lockable for additional security.

• FORM – 19mm High Pressure Laminated (HPL) Vanity Top

• 19mm High Pressure Laminate MR core access panels.

• Edged all round with 2mm PVC as standard or vertical postformed edges at an 
extra cost.

• 19mm High Pressure Laminated MR MDF shadow gaps.

• Hook on or push on clips (standard) or hinged and lockable for additional security.

Standard dimensions
• 350mm for semi-recessed WHB’s or 600mm deep for inset WHB’s

• 100mm upstand and 200mm down-stand

• Heights: 600mm (Nursery), 650mm (Infant), 700mm (Junior), 800mm (Adult)

vanity units 
Laminate Vanity Units
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Olympus Laminate Lockers
Built to endure in the most demanding wet environments, Olympus Laminate Lockers 
are designed with hardwearing Compact Grade Laminate and bolt through heavy-duty 
sprung aluminium hinges with stainless steel pins.

The lockers are available in a virtually unlimited range of made to order colours, 
patterns and woodgrains, helping designers achieve the perfect aesthetic for 
changing areas.

Specification
• 10mm Compact grade laminate (CGL) Doors

• Doors are bullnosed and have radiused corners for additional safety

• Aluminium carcass with durable aluminium shelves

• Bolt through heavy duty sprung aluminium hinges with stainless steel pins

• Choice of 1 tier, 2 tier, 2 tier unequal, 3 tier or 4 tier

Standard Dimensions
• 1800mm high x 300mm wide x 450mm deep

• 1800mm high x 400mm wide x 450mm deep

Lock types on next page.

lockers 
Olympus Laminate Lockers
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lockers 
locks

combo lock coin lock coin collect cam lock
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Horizon Aluminium Bench Seating
The Horizon Aluminium Bench is suitable for the most demanding wet areas. 
Supplied with concealed adjustable feet for uneven floors and manufactured from 
aluminium, this range is designed specifically for wet, humid shower or swimming 
pool environments.

Specification
• Aluminium tube frames supplied loose for on-site assembly

• Supplied with tie bars for added rigidity

• 12.5mm Compact Grade Laminate (CGL) seat or slats

• Available as Wall to Floor, Stand Alone, Single Island to wall and  
Double Island benches

bench seatings 
Horizon Aluminium Bench Seating
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JUMBO TOILET PAPER DISPENSER – 
200M

JUMBO TOILET PAPER DISPENSER – 
400M

U-SHAPED TOILET ROLL HOLDER
WITH SPINDLE

TOILET ROLL HOLDER WITH SPINDLE WALL-MOUNTED PAPER TOWEL  
DISPENSER – 500 SHEETS

WALL-MOUNTED PAPER TOWEL DISPENSER  
– 500 SHEETS

WALL-MOUNTED LIQUID SOAP 
DISPENSER – 0.5 LITRES

WALL-MOUNTED LIQUID SOAP 
DISPENSER – 1 LITRES

WALL-MOUNTED HAIRDRYER  
WITH SAVER SOCKET

HIGHFLOW HIGH-SPEED AIRFLOW  
HAND DRYER

SPEEDJET HIGH-SPEED AIR PULSE  
HAND DRYER WITH FILTERS

DISPENSER AND BIN WALL-MOUNTED 304 STAINLESS  
STEEL BIN – 38 LITRES

WALL MOUNTED TOILET BRUSH SET WITH LID WALL-MOUNTED TOILET BRUSH SET

Accessories 
Washroom Accessories
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 B116 B070 B015 B194 B086 B001 B048

B119  C049 C062 C018 C017 C189 G031 G075 

G059 G003 G029 M047 N005 O111 P001 P092

R059  R057 R036 V109 V110 V014 Z016

PLAIN COLOURS

For suitable ranges 
see next page.
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ALL POLYREY COLOUR RANGES 
ARE SUITABLE FOR
CUBICLE RANGES

JUNO

LITTLE ONES

FORCE

FORCE PRIVACY

TRIMLINE

TRIMLINE PRIVACY

CURVE

REFLECT

OLYMPUS FRAMED

 B100 T105 T108 B101 C101 N026 N115

C149 C180 C102 N056 E104 C183

M124 N028 Z022 M134

C011 M001 M003 Z038

WOOD GRAINS

PATTERNS

DUCT PANELS

LAMINATE DUCT PANELS

VANITY UNITS

Solid Surface Wash Troughs - FRAME

Solid Surface Vanity Units - FRAME

Laminate Vanity Units

LOCKERS

Olympus Laminate Lockers

BENCH SEATING

Horizon Aluminium Bench Seating
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ALL EGGER COLOUR RANGES 
ARE SUITABLE FOR
CUBICLE RANGES

FAST TRACK JUNIOR 

FAST TRACK

 YELLOW BLUE GREY WHITE CREAM RED

 OAK

PLAIN COLOURS

wood grains
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ALL DURASEIN COLOUR RANGES 
ARE SUITABLE FOR
VANITY UNITS

Solid Surface Wash Troughs - TOPS

Solid Surface Vanity Units - TOPS

0845 603 7811  |  info@durasein.co.uk30

MILKY SANDS PM 4370

SILVER FALLS PM 4768

TRIOSTONE PM 4533

SNOWY PM 4407

DUOSTONE PM 4529

BONE PM 4153 SPINELLE PM 4766BEAN PM 4808SHASTA PM 4523

GLACIER WHITE PM 201

CUBEBLANCHE PM 4530TRIARCTIC PM 4907

PURE WHITE PM 6010 DESIGNER WHITE PM 4097

SLANICO WHITE PM 4332

NIAGARA PAW 005GADTHENA TS 070

LUNA PAW 051

BRIOSINKI TS 069

KNIGHT WHITE PAW 001

COLOUR PALETTE
Our carefully selected UK range offers the perfect balance of colours to meet demand; 
from the latest trends to timeless classics.
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COLOUR PALETTE
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 GLACIER WHITE PURE WHITE DESIGNER WHITE NOCTURNE  LAKE WATER APPLE SANDY YELLOW  SANDY YELLOW  

HOT

 KNIGHT WHITE LUNA SLANICO WHITE TRIARTIC CUBEBLANCHE MILKY SANDS  DUOSTONE

Disclaimer:
D   These are heavily pigmented colours, and are prone to show scratches, dust, haziness and ordinary wear & tear more easily than lighter colours.  Therefore, they are not recommended for use in residential or commercial applications that will be subject to heavy use and/or 

horizontal application, and will not be covered under the 10 year warranty in relation to claims resulting from ordinary wear and tear.
DF   Directional fabrication is required to ensure the most consistent aesthetics.  Please ensure that when joining side-by-side or end-to-end, the sheet is fabricated directionally.
P   These designs feature pearl material in the top surface only, which will therefore not show through the thickness of the sheet. Applications such as coved upstands and downstands highlight the exclusion of pearl material through the product; edges should always be mitred  

or heavily rebated on these decors.
V   These are veined colours, and small samples may not accurately represent the veining effect.  Applications such as coved upstands and non-rebated downstands highlight the vein through the product; edges should always be rebated on these decors.  

Please ensure you are aware of the overall look of the product prior to purchase and fabrication of the sheets; larger samples are available from info@durasein.co.uk, www.durasein.co.uk or 0845 603 7811.
The colour images shown on this page may differ slightly from the actual product due to limitations of the photographic and printing processes.  Therefore, please ensure colour selections are made using actual product samples, available to order through www.durasein.co.uk

PLAIN COLOURS

www.durasein.co.uk 31

SANDALWOOD PM 4462

DOVE PM 4290

DUOMIST PM 4531GREY QUARTZ PM 138

LAKE WATER PM 4062 APPLE PM 4094 SANDY YELLOW PM 205 HOT PM 202

NOCTURNE PM 206

DUONIGHT PM 4532

CLAY PM 4836CONCRETE PM 4479

LODESTAR PM 811

NIGHT SKY PM 276 GLITTER BLACK PM 4460

LAVA PAW 021

DRIFTSAND PAW 017

NIGHTFALL PAW 019

METEOR SHOWER PAW 022

Disclaimer:

 These are heavily pigmented colours, and are prone to show scratches, dust, haziness and ordinary wear & tear more easily than lighter colours.  Therefore, they are not recommended for use in residential or commercial 
applications that will be subject to heavy use and/or horizontal application, and will not be covered under the 10 year warranty in relation to claims resulting from ordinary wear and tear.

 Directional fabrication is required to ensure the most consistent aesthetics.  Please ensure that when joining side-by-side or end-to-end, the sheet is fabricated directionally.
 These designs feature pearl material in the top surface only, which will therefore not show through the thickness of the sheet. Applications such as coved upstands and downstands highlight the exclusion of pearl material 

through the product; edges should always be mitred or heavily rebated on these decors.
 These are veined colours, and small samples may not accurately represent the veining effect.  Applications such as coved upstands and non-rebated downstands highlight the vein through the product; edges should always be 

rebated on these decors. Please ensure you are aware of the overall look of the product prior to purchase and fabrication of the sheets; larger samples are available from info@durasein.co.uk, www.durasein.co.uk or 0845 603 7811.

The colour images shown on this page may differ slightly from the actual product due to limitations of the photographic and printing processes.  Therefore, please ensure colour selections are made using actual product samples, 
available to order through www.durasein.co.uk

For free samples:  
0845 603 7811  
info@durasein.co.uk 
www.durasein.co.uk
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MILKY SANDS PM 4370

SILVER FALLS PM 4768

TRIOSTONE PM 4533

SNOWY PM 4407

DUOSTONE PM 4529

BONE PM 4153 SPINELLE PM 4766BEAN PM 4808SHASTA PM 4523

GLACIER WHITE PM 201

CUBEBLANCHE PM 4530TRIARCTIC PM 4907

PURE WHITE PM 6010 DESIGNER WHITE PM 4097

SLANICO WHITE PM 4332

NIAGARA PAW 005GADTHENA TS 070

LUNA PAW 051

BRIOSINKI TS 069

KNIGHT WHITE PAW 001

COLOUR PALETTE
Our carefully selected UK range offers the perfect balance of colours to meet demand; 
from the latest trends to timeless classics.
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LODESTAR PM 811

NIGHT SKY PM 276 GLITTER BLACK PM 4460

LAVA PAW 021

DRIFTSAND PAW 017

NIGHTFALL PAW 019

METEOR SHOWER PAW 022

Disclaimer:

 These are heavily pigmented colours, and are prone to show scratches, dust, haziness and ordinary wear & tear more easily than lighter colours.  Therefore, they are not recommended for use in residential or commercial 
applications that will be subject to heavy use and/or horizontal application, and will not be covered under the 10 year warranty in relation to claims resulting from ordinary wear and tear.

 Directional fabrication is required to ensure the most consistent aesthetics.  Please ensure that when joining side-by-side or end-to-end, the sheet is fabricated directionally.
 These designs feature pearl material in the top surface only, which will therefore not show through the thickness of the sheet. Applications such as coved upstands and downstands highlight the exclusion of pearl material 

through the product; edges should always be mitred or heavily rebated on these decors.
 These are veined colours, and small samples may not accurately represent the veining effect.  Applications such as coved upstands and non-rebated downstands highlight the vein through the product; edges should always be 

rebated on these decors. Please ensure you are aware of the overall look of the product prior to purchase and fabrication of the sheets; larger samples are available from info@durasein.co.uk, www.durasein.co.uk or 0845 603 7811.

The colour images shown on this page may differ slightly from the actual product due to limitations of the photographic and printing processes.  Therefore, please ensure colour selections are made using actual product samples, 
available to order through www.durasein.co.uk

For free samples:  
0845 603 7811  
info@durasein.co.uk 
www.durasein.co.uk
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COLOUR PALETTE
Our carefully selected UK range offers the perfect balance of colours to meet demand; 
from the latest trends to timeless classics.
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“Quality installation from the team at CCS at our client’s location on the South Coast  
of England. CCS helping us Nationwide providing quality WC cubicles for our wide range of 
clients across all sectors.”
Martyn Pilcher, Commercial Director, RAP Interiors

Vibrant and Hardwearing Install 
at World of Books
THE PROJECT
World of Books wanted to refresh their washroom areas with a vibrant and 
hardwearing cubicle system. They also wanted to include their corporate  
lime green as a feature colour.

THE SOLUTION
We supplied and installed our Force range of cubicles with full height duct panels 
and vanity units. We were able to match their corporate colours with our large 
range of colour options.

COLOURS USED

CASE STUDIES 
Vibrant and Hardwearing Install at World of Books

POLYREY P092 POLYREY G003 POLYREY C011 
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An Ace Installation  
at Wimbledon
THE PROJECT
Wimbledon AELTCC needed a robust product with outstanding aesthetics for their 
busy washrooms at the entrance to centre court. This was a prestigious job for us 
and we worked tirelessly to exceed the client’s expectations.

THE SOLUTION
We supplied our Curve range and upgraded the ironmongery to satin stainless 
steel. The client loved this combination of finishes and the laminate duct panels 
and solid surface vanity units with undermounted basins complimented the 
cubicles well.

COLOURS USED

CASE STUDIES 
AN ACE INSTALLATION AT Wimbledon

POLYREY G003
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“Great service again from CCS, their knowledge of products helped to provide this Academy 
with a product that was durable but aesthetically very attractive, the service provided is 
excellent and we will definitely use John and the team again.”
Martyn Pilcher, Commercial Director, RAP Interiors

Striking Colour Scheme at 
Walthamstow Academy
THE PROJECT
Walthamstow Academy wanted to update some of their washroom areas, they 
required a durable solution that would last in demanding areas, but they also 
wanted their new washrooms to be aesthetically pleasing.

THE SOLUTION
We were able to work with RAP Interiors to provide a striking colour scheme using 
woods and flat colour. We provided our Force range of cubicles with full height 
duct panels and vanity units. We particularly liked RAP’s diagonal tile feature wall 
and port hole style mirrors.

COLOURS USED

CASE STUDIES 
Striking Colour Scheme at Walthamstow Academy

POLYREY G003 POLYREY B101 
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Vibrant and PLAYFUL INSTALLATION 
AT SANDCASTLE WATERPARK
THE PROJECT
Sandcastle Waterpark contacted us to provide proposals for two busy washroom 
areas within the waterpark. They required a durable and robust cubicle system but 
also wanted a vibrant colour scheme suitable for all ages.

THE SOLUTION
Utilising the many colour choices from Polyrey washroom we were able to offer 
the client a vibrant and playful washroom system without compromising the 
durability requirements for such high foot fall washrooms.

COLOURS USED

CASE STUDIES 
Vibrant & Playful Installation at Sandcastle Waterpark

POLYREY B100 POLYREY B048 POLYREY B194 

POLYREY P092 POLYREY G031
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“Our client was very pleased with the quality of the installation and one year on there 
have been no requests to return to attend to anything. I regard CCs as my go to company for 
washrooms and would recommend others give them the opportunity to impress.”
Matthew Prescott, Commercial Director, Oktra

A Flexible Solution for  
Crown Agents Bank
THE PROJECT
We were asked by the contractor to provide a floor to ceiling cubicle system that 
offered flexibility and a myriad of colour choices. The project was across the 
17th and 18th floors so we also had to carefully plan delivery and access to get 
materials to the working areas.

THE SOLUTION
We supplied and fitted a variation to our Force Privacy cubicles in HPL to give 
the flexibility of surface textures and colour choice the client was looking for. 
Alongside the cubicles we also provided laminate vanity units, HPL goalpost 
surrounds and laminate duct panel sets.

COLOURS USED

CASE STUDIES 
A Flexible Solution for Crown Agents Bank

Polyrey B015 Polyrey N056 Polyrey G003 Polyrey G059
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“Fantastic reactive response from John at CCS, from site survey through to a seamless on-site 
install from his team.”
Martyn Pilcher, Commercial Director, RAP Interiors

Force Range Adapted for  
Latymer Upper School
THE PROJECT
Latymer Upper School wanted to update some of their washroom areas that were 
now dated and in need of refurbishment.

THE SOLUTION
Working with RAP Interiors we were able to offer a durable yet flexible solution. 
We adapted our Force range to go to the floor as privacy was a concern. As we 
offer a large selection of colours the school were able to specify a royal blue and 
grey combination for the boys and a woodgrain and dark grey for the girls. 

COLOURS USED

CASE STUDIES 
Force Range Adapted for Latymer Upper School

Polyrey B086 Polyrey G059 Polyrey N056
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Concept Cubicle Systems Ltd,

Unit 4 Woodrow Business Centre,

Woodrow Way, Irlam, Manchester, M44 6NN

T: +44 (0)33 0404 1293

E:  sales@conceptcubiclesystems.co.uk

W: conceptcubiclesystems.co.uk


